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The 2018 Optics Valley
Sino-International
Entrepreneurs Summit, cohosted by the East Lake
High-tech Development
Zone and the Chinese and
Foreign Entrepreneurs
Alliance, opened in Wuhan
on Oct. 20, attracting about
300 representatives from
domestic and foreign
enterprises. It was
announced that the summit
will permanently settle in
Optics Valley and will be
held annually.
At the meeting, officials
of the East Lake High-tech
Development Zone
announced that former
French Prime Minister JeanPierre Raffarin, and Chen
Gang, an alumnus of
Huazhong University of
Science and Technology,
were invited to be senior
economic advisers of Optics
Valley. Meanwhile, a new
platform for cooperation and
exchanges between
entrepreneurs is to be
established in Optics Valley
to shape the summit into a
"Davos forum" in Central
China.
The year 2018 is the
first year for the East Lake
High-tech Development
Zone to fully start the
construction of the "WorldClass Optics Valley." At
present, 93 of the world's
top 500 enterprises have set
up branches in Optics
Valley, and it has become a
popular location for research
and development centers of
large enterprises.
Since the first Sinoforeign high-tech joint
venture settled in Optics
Valley, thirty years have
passed. Years of
technological innovation and
industrial revolution have laid
out the multi-level and allaround opening pattern of
Optics Valley. It has become
a landmark, and its "circle of
friends" is gradually
expanding.

2018 Optics Valley SinoInternational Entrepreneurs
Summit wraps up
By Zhang Ling & Li Jia

Business representatives from home and abroad gather around capsubot at the Optics Valley Exhibition Center.
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Raffarin: Wuhan's talent pool
guarantees development

Jean-Pierre Raffarin gives a speech at the summit.
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Jean-Pierre Raffarin, former French Prime Minister,
delivered a speech at the summit. He said that at present we
should be more focused on cooperation, which is the only
way to the future, and we look forward to a multipolar
harmonious community.
"This is my sixth visit to Wuhan, and it's great to see
many old friends here," Mr. Raffarin said. He mentioned that
Optics Valley has accomplished achievements shocking the
world during the past 30 years. Wuhan's depth of talent is a
resource which guarantees the development of foreign
enterprises in Wuhan. "Now Optics Valley is home to 800
international enterprises, including 100 French companies.
Optics Valley is the resort of optics and entrepreneurs, and it
shows us the future and the prospect of cooperation!"

Laming: "Central city" characteristics
make Wuhan a world hub

Denis Laming holds a special issue of Changjiang Weekly.
Photo by Song Rongcheng

Denis Laming, a famous French architect, is
the designer of the exhibition hall and the
conference center of the Sino-French Wuhan
Ecological Demonstration City. He attended the
summit as a special guest and put forward his
views on Wuhan and architectural design.
In his opinion, Wuhan is not only the center
of China, but also the center of the world,
because it has the characteristics of a "central city"
in its geographical location, transportation hub
function and economic development. Having been
to Wuhan many times, he added that Wuhan
people enjoy unique characteristics, such as
bravery, wisdom and diligence.
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